NIAGARA PENINSULA AMATEUR RADIO CLUB

Your
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Feedline

Virtual ZOOM Meeting 7pm Thursday, NOV. 11th. Contact webmaster@nparc.ca

On the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month, stop and remember
those who fought to maintain our freedom. Lest We Forget.
___________________________________________________________________________

President’s Message
Our hybrid in-person / Zoom meeting for September went well but we had some audio related
technical issues that caused the Zoom participants difficulty. A plug-in microphone at the source
computer would solve the problem but with COVID protocols I don’t feel comfortable with
members passing around a headset or USB microphone. Because of this, we are going to move back
into the Zoom format for our General Meetings for a few months.
We had some great displays and thanks to all who brought their equipment, those who attended, and
Mike VA3MPA for his assistance in setting up.
We are still in need of guest speakers for our meetings. We were not able to get anyone lined up for
November so I will be giving the presentation on QRP Operations. Our guest speaker for January is
Thomas, K4SWL. Thomas runs a blog, QRPer.com and a YouTube channel. It should be a great
presentation.
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Do not forget our upcoming events. The Christmas Party will be November 27th at Port Dalhousie
Yacht Club. Please RSVP to Glenn,VE3NDW as soon as possible. The menu options can be found on
the NPARC website. You must order your meal no later than Nov 22nd.
The Niagara Falls Santa Claus Parade is on November 13th. We still need a few volunteers. Please
RSVP to David,VE3RNF.
Looking past the holidays we have Winter Field Day which is the last weekend of January and are
planning on starting the basic course for new hams on January 6th. I am looking forward to seeing
everyone at the Zoom Meeting next Thursday the 11th. Also, if you have not paid your dues yet,
please get them in to the treasurer via cash, check, or E-transfer.
73, Steve,VA3FLF
__________________________________________________________________________

LIVE FROM LAPLAND

Watch the Aurora Borealis on YouTube sponsored by www.tours.aurora-service.eu

VE3NRS Club Net, Wed., 8pm 147.240MHz, + 107.2 Tone.

Membership information available at nparc.ca
Stephen Riddle

VA3FLF

David Van Koughnett VE3DVK
Geddie Pawlowski VE3CJX
John Lorenc
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President
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OCTOBER 14, 2021 MEETING MINUTES
The meeting was a combined Zoom Meeting and a live Show and Tell. Attendance comprised of 12
preregistered members who signed in at Black Creek Community Centre, as per the venue
protocols, and were joined on-line by another 9 members. The meeting was set up with video as well
as audio so those at the venue could interact with those on-line through video, audio and chat and
we expect to continue this format until perhaps April 2022.
1. Roll Call and Sign In (Steve VA3FLF)
The meeting was called to order at 7:00pm and everyone identified themselves with call sign
and location. Some folks mentioned the difficulty with the audio feed which will be worked
on for our future meetings.
2. Announcements (Steve VA3FLF)
Presenters for the Evening: Rick,VE3MM (Pluto SDR/ Raspberry Pi); Steve,VE3FLF (Buddy
Stick Pro VS Homebrew Vertical Antenna); Kevin,VE3RRH (Go Box/Transmit Box); Henry
VA3OV (Emergency LED Lighting on Battery Power) and Glenn,VE3NDW (Motorola OffService Radio Conversion and VARA FM Testing).
It’s time to prepare for the annual fall SET is scheduled for October 30th. Please see website
for details and register with ACS group, Jack Benes,VA3ZPW, if you would like to participate.
Winter Field Day event is scheduled for Jan 29 to 30th, 2022 starting at 2 pm local time. Some
changes were noted such as power classes and modes. An aggregate club score will be
generated although “indoor” operation appears to be limited to 25 members.
Installation work for our NPARC Club Station is coming along thanks to the volunteers, and
further antenna work is being scheduled for a Saturday in November.
A New Ham Class is forming and we are scheduling the classes to run on Thursdays. So far
about 6 persons have expressed an interest. For those of you interested in volunteering in the
delivery of the classes please choose a chapter in the training manual and help us prepare
these candidates for a successful exam.
“Treasure in the Trunk” was a great success; everyone enjoying the first such event hosted at
Black Creek Community Centre. Thanks to all our vendors, our event organizers and all who
came out. In terms of fundraising for our club activities, the event gave us about 80% of our
annual Big Event revenue. We are looking into using the Merritton Community Centre for the
Big Event in February 2022.
Please check your Feedline available on-line for announcements of our Holiday Gathering/
Christmas Party on November 27th at the Dalhousie Yacht Club in Port Dalhousie, East Pier.
There is a good variety of menu options and prices and it would be good to let us know soon
as you can if you and friends and family are joining us in advance.
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For our January meeting, we have lined up Thomas Witherspoon, K4SWL, talking about Parks
on the Air, Summits on the Air and QRP. Check out his interests at QRPer.com and YouTube.
3. Approval of Previous Minutes (Geddie VE3CJX)
Minutes from the previous meeting had been published in the Feedline and were approved
without changes.
4. Treasurer’s Report (John VA3WM)
Our memberships are coming in and the count is at 28 at the moment. Last year in June we
had 48 members registered. The membership form is on-line and e-transfers are welcome.
Some expenses noted include WYNSORC and Zoom and we deposited the proceeds from
the Treasure in the Trunk Event. We thank all who renewed and have sent in their
memberships. A motion to accept the Treasurer’s report was made and a vote accepting the
report was noted.
5. ARES/ ACS Report (Jack,VE3ZPW, reported by Henry,VA3OV)
The Auxiliary Communications Service of the Radio Amateurs Canada, formerly the Radio
Amateur Radio Emergency Service, is being updated nationally. The SET, both National,
Niagara and GTA is scheduled for October 30th .Volunteers are being encouraged to
participate. Exercises include testing of our repeaters using voice and digital mode networks
and our local Gateway Stations. A local Winlink Test is planned for October 23rd. We are
testing for connectivity and practicing the sending of messages in various amateur radio
frequencies.
The Trans-Canada Winlink Network is developing with varying exercises scheduled for
Wednesday and Thursdays and our local group is able to send and receive messages using
Winlink. Some members have received certificates acknowledging their participation. The
objective of these exercises is to be able to reach outside of an emergency area using
amateur radio. Training classes have been held September and members are encouraged to
tune into the RATPAK website where training videos are posted including presentations by
Jason Tremblay of RAC, ACS and Ian Snow VA3QT of the Peterborough areas.
In the Niagara Area, the ACS was invited on October 14th to the Niagara Regional
Headquarters offices to check the radio at that location.
The Niagara Falls Santa Claus Parade, sponsored by the BIA is being held on November 13th.
Volunteers for this event are asked to contact our parade coordinator, David,VE3RNF.
6. Need for Public Affairs Officer
So far we have been unsuccessful at finding so please consider your talents and come
forward.
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7. New Business & Adjournment
No new business was raised at this time and with that there was a motion to adjourn ending
the business portion of the meeting at 7:45pm and to move on to our live/ zoom Show and
Tell portion of the meeting which wrapped up at about 9:00pm.

Geddie, Secretary, VE3CJX

THREE DELICIOUS OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM. THREE COURSE
MEALS. DELICIOUS STARTERS, MAINS AND DESSERTS.
*OVEN ROAST TURKEY, *AAA ROAST BEEF, *10oz STRIPLOIN
CONTACT GLENN TO RESERVE OR FOR MORE INFORMATION.
*see menu page 19. FOOD ORDER DEADLINE IS NOV. 22nd
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Oct. 14th meeting photos by Kevin Lemon VE3RRH
Rick VE3MM demonstrating a homebrew 2.7 Ghz Transceiver using a Adlan Pluto SDR and a
Raspberry Pi.
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Henry VA3OV demonstrated low voltage (12 Volt) LED lighting options for home and shack.

Glen Holden demonstrated a packet station using a Motorola PM400 radio and the tiny Repeater
Builder 9600 dedicated sound card.
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Kevin VE3RRH presenting his portable radio station, "Go Box”.

Steve VE3FLF demonstrated a homebrew vertical antenna using a Hustler mobile antenna, and his
new Buddy Stick antenna system by BuddiPole, for portable operations.
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Meeting Dates & Upcoming Speakers
Nov. 11
Steve Riddle
VA3FLF
QRP Operation
Dec. 9
OPEN
Jan. 13
Tom Witherspoon
K4SWL
SOTA/POTA/WFD
Feb. 10
Clint Bradford
K6LCS
FM Satellites
Mar. 10
OPEN
Apr. 14
OPEN
May 12
OPEN
June 9
NPARC Field Day Planning and Yr. End Business Meeting
_________________________________________________________________________________

BACK IN 1982
Our 1982-83 membership directory was a 5.5” X 8.5”, 24 page booklet. Club meetings were held at
Linwell Hall, 211 Queesnton St., St. Catharines. Meetings on the 3rd Wednesday of each month,
except in July and August. Dave Digweed,VE3FOI, (SK) was the club president. Inside the back page of
the booklet lists several swap nets. Ours,VE3VM was held Monday nights on NRS. Gerry Letford,
VE3COP, was the controller. It also listed swap nets on 2 metres in Hamilton,VE3NCF, Brampton,
VE3MHZ and 2 in Toronto.VE3SKY and VE3RPT. And 80 metre swap nets around Ontario. Ottawa,
VE3GX, London,VE3EWO and Colgan,VE3GAS in and around 3.76 MHz. All pre-internet days!
O
BACII_______-
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BUILDING A 80 METRE FOUR—SQUARE VERTICAL IN MY BACKYARD
By Mike Kovacich VE3CKO - Part 1

Being on a city lot limits the type of antenna radio amateurs can install but that doesn't stop
us from looking at the possibilities. If we had the space what could we do? I were fortunate
enough to move to the country just before the housing market went crazy around four years
ago. Now with the extra space I thought of building an 80 metre four-square antenna system.
For those who don't know, a four-square is a receive/transmit array of four 1/4 wave verticals,
a 1/4 wave apart from each other in a square pattern. Phasing cables are run from each
vertical to a relay/phasing box at the centre of the array and then cabling to the shack where
the controller can alter the radiation pattern. Think of it like a 2 element 80m beam but no
moving parts, no monstrous tower or rotor, with the big advantage it’s on the ground. No
high tower climbing.
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The planning began with the goal to keep the costs as low as possible. First I had to decide
what to use for the four verticals. Option A, use wire for verticals supported by the awesome
tall trees on the property or option B, aluminum tubing for vertical elements in a large, open,
flat area.
Wire was the most cost effective so I proceeded with that. I choose four good trees about
1/4 wave (65') apart. Started by installing one vertical and see how it goes from there. My
drone flew to the tree top with fishing line. Next Dacron cord hauled up a pre-cut 65' 12
awg insulated wire.
Then I started to realize this might not be the best plan. With all the surrounding trees, wind
and falling branches would mean constant repairs to the verticals and the web of elevated
radials I would be installing. So I switched to option B.
I ordered 2” OD 1/4” thick, self-supporting, aluminum tubing from Maple Leaf
Communications. Bob was great to work with. He knows his stuff.

I assembled the shorter tubes together, cutting, drilling and slotting myself.
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DX Engineering sells a VA-2 self-supporting vertical antenna but purchasing 4 vertical
antennas from the USA with shipping was out of the question.

The location and layout of the four verticals and the necessary radial field is really
critical and the most difficult part of all this. Roughly staked out positioning of each
vertical to be sure there will be room for ground radials, and after a few tries found
positioning that looked ok and then confirmed everyone will be happy with the
location. Remember this is a very important step, "It will look like four flag poles", ok. For
each vertical support pipe I went with the DXE base specs which is a 7' steel pipe, 3"
OD cemented in a 24" radius hole 48" deep. This would leave 3' of pipe above the
ground for mounting the vertical. I did source out 3" OD pipe from a metal scrapyard
and cut four pieces to 7' each onsite as I only wanted to pay for what I needed and for
easier transportation. I designed my own tilt-over mount again using some material I
had laying around, and got heavy duty galvanized hinges from a local hardware store.
(see pics below). There is a removable PVC cap to keep water out of the pipe
preventing water to collect and freeze in the winder as this will split the pipe at the
base. I got welded together a cap and top plate so that a hand-crank winch can be
bolted on to the plate. This will allow the winch to be moved to any of the four
verticals to raise/lower it myself if necessary.
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DXE sells pre-made phasing cable but I saved more money by making my own cables
for the four vertical elements using new RG-11 75 Ω foam coaxial cable and with the
help of my RigExpert AA-600 they were cut within 5 kHz of my desired resonant
frequency. Using the good PL-259 silver plated crimp connectors and heat shrink
tubing on each end.
I dug the holes and cemented in the support pipe using DX Engineering's specs. From
facebook marketplace I picked up a whole bunch abs water pipe in various sizes and
lengths for $15, (just love doing things on the cheap), that will be used to get cabling
from each vertical to the center relay/phasing box and from there to the house.
Rented a trencher and got all the trenches prepared and placed the phasing cable and
a 3 conductor wire in case I wanted to add a CW stub in the future. To the house I
ran a pair of LMR-400 cable, control cable, ethernet cable and a pair of RG-6 cable
inside 2" abs pipe that was buried in the trench.
After raising the first vertical, I came up with some improvements to it to better
attach it to the support pipe. Duplicated the mod for the other three verticals and got
them raised.
For radials I initially wanted to go with bare copper instead of insulated wire for
several reasons. The bare copper is more expensive per foot, but it could work out
cheaper as you can go with 1/5 wavelength (52') and half the number of radials as
compared to using insulated wire on top of the ground at 1/4 wavelength 65'). Plus,
since the bare copper is in contact to the ground, there is actual some lightning
protection benefits. All being said because of the cost of copper skyrocketing, and
what I already I have accumulated over the years, I used insulated 18 gauge solid
copper and plan 32 radials for each vertical. My strategy was to initially lay down 16
radials per by first doing all the radials extending outwards where there is no crossing
of radials. Then do the inside radials and join/solder each point where radials do cross
using bare copper for the bus wire. While the bare copper portions are still exposed
I'll then make a decision to leave as is or go for 32 radials per.
Now finally, how to control the four square from the shack. I was either going to go
with the DXE control & relay/phasing unit or build a controller from scratch, but then
found an interesting product from Low Band Systems (LBS). They have a high powered
8-direction relay PCB, that takes any four-square and allows it to switch in 8 directions.
Their control box is pretty cool too. According to the LBS website, DXE will be the
US distributor of this product. Both the DXE and LBS controller boxes have
protection so you can't change directions while transmitting but I do like the omni
directional feature in the DXE box. I ended up ordering the LBS 8-direction relay PCB as
it was much cheaper and decided design and build my own controller based on the LBS
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controller but with my a few of my own added bells and whistles. My design will have the
safety features the LBS and DXE boxes have, important so you don't damage any relays. It will
also have an enhanced CW stub button similar to the LBS controller that allow a stub or coil
to be switched in at the base of each vertical.

I’ve added some other features:
• an AUTO feature, two modes, all eight or just 4 directions. When AUTO button
pressed it initiates an automatic sequence switching all 8 directions (or 4). The
obvious purpose of this is to find which direction is peak for DX. Holding the
AUTO button down for more than 3 seconds gets you into Auto Setup Mode
which allows me to change between auto-4 or auto-8 and I can change the time
delay between directions switching. One second delay is default but can be
altered to either 2, 3, 4 or 5 second delays.
• I incorporated WiFi in my controller. It speaks to an 8-channel WiFi module
that is connected to the relay board outside at the verticals.There will also be
the 6-wire control line plus ground as backup if the WiFi fails.
• Added an audio beep for each button depression. Special audible CW codes for
AUTO and CW modes.
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I designed and built the control box using an Arduino in an angled project box. Eight
momentary contact push buttons with built-in LEDs are being used to select the 8directions. Separate buttons for AUTO and switch in/out the CW STUB are included.
see pictures below. Coding the Arduino was quick and fun, it really is an easy platform
to work with. Just love it when things work as designed :)
I should have powder coated the panel before mounting the buttons. Oh well. Can’t
think of everything!
Next month I’ll describe setting up the array and finally how the antenna worked
during the recent CQ WW SSB contest. One Contact was DL2 Blue Ocean, the
owner of the Optibeam antenna factory in Germany who said I was the loudest of any
contact he heard during the contest!
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OVER TO ME …. Denis Cahill VA3ONO Feedline Editor
Sadly I missed the October club meeting last month due to an out of town assignment. Thanks to
Kevin,VE3RRH, for subbing and sending me his photographs of the show & tell. That meeting was at
the Black Creek Community Centre in Stevensville. Unfortunately our November meeting is back to
virtual via Zoom. Contact webmaster@nparc.ca for the meeting link and attend using your
computer, tablet or smart phone remotely.
I ordered a replacement endfed halfwave antenna for my QTH when my original started acting weird
a few weeks ago. It would only work during daylight hours! I removed the match box cover, exposing
a large 240, 43 mix toroid. Nothing looked wrong until I lifted the melted glue near the SO-239
entry point. I thought I saw a short but when I reassembled the box the SWR was unreadable after
sunset. So I pulled the trigger and ordered the same antenna, a PAR EF-QUAD, from DX
Engineering. $170.00 USD including shipping. The PAR endfedz is a 66’ stealth radiating wire
connected to a matchbox. The wire has tuning stubs dangling from the first 33 feet. It’s a strangle
looking antenna. No tuning coils, just 3 short little pigtails hanging down. The good news is it works
well and got me back on FT8 and SSB across 40, 20, 15 and 10 metres. So I was ready to make some
contacts during the CQ World Wide SSB contest on the last weekend in October.
The CQ WW SSB is a great contest for people like me who have a minimal station with a
compromised antenna. Conditions were excellent on 40 thru 10. I would tune and pounce. Breaking
a pileup with 100 watts is a great feeling. Especially with a wire antenna. I devoted about 4 hours
using 100 watts and my Icon 7000 and managed to log 34 countries with a total of 63 contacts. At
grey line on Sunday evening 15 metres was open into the Caribbean, South America and Australia. I
heard 10 metres was also open but logged only two contacts. Puerto Rico and Spain. 40 metres has
been a great DX band for months. Now the cycle may be changing, with the usually dead 15 and 10
metres coming alive for long distance communications.
Enough of my bragging! NPARC member Rick,VE3MM, was invited to John Sluymer’s VE3EJ contest
station in Grassie for CQ WW SSB. (John spoke at our 09/19 meeting about his involvement with
WRTC). John has rural property on the extreme western edge of the Niagara Region with an
extensive antenna farm. He is a member of the Contest Club of Ontario. Two others, David,VE3OI
and VE3EK, Petar, rounded out the Multi Single High Power entry. Together they logged over 6,500
QSO’s over the two day contest. With an unverified points total of around 13.9 million. One early
tally has them finishing in 8th position world wide. Congratulations to these local DX contesters.
Finally, even though the weather is getting colder, get outdoors and take part in the RAC Canadian
Portable Operations Challenge Award. Details at rac.ca Ends Dec. 31, 2021.
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Inside the PAR EF Quad Match Box.
A large 240 43 mix toroid, a 120pf 1kw capacitor, single and twisted-pair of
magnet wire wrapped precisely around the 1/2” thick toroid.
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Last orders taken on Monday, Nov. 22nd
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NIAGARA ARES Fall SET Exercise October 30th
.Instructions that came from RAC Public Safety was to have a “High Impact Low Frequency” event causing
widespread telecommunications, internet and power outages. To this end, the GTA SET steering committee
decided upon a scenario of a once in a 100 yr. ice storm. There were a total of 15 operators involved in the
exercise. Also, the communications trailer was set up at the regional
headquarters and a portable HF station was set up at Woods End.
Goals for the GTA SET were to establish a simplex regional “Liaison
Net” and to establish its effectiveness. Both of these goals were met
with good success. Communications were established to all 4 corners
of the GTA either direct or by relay. The northern end of the GTA has
reported that they had better communications using simplex and relay
than they have previously experienced using repeaters.
Locally the SET goals were to utilize simplex frequencies to:
Establish and maintain a control net
Dispatch operators to the Hospital sites and simulated shelter sites
Set up and operate the communications trailer
Set up and operate a portable HF voice and digital station
Operate and assess the portable repeater effectiveness.
Establish a liaison station with the GTA
Pass traffic, voice and digital, amongst the stations
Due to technical difficulties and confusion, it took a long time to
establish an effective control net. In order to salvage the exercise, the
decision was made to abandon the simplex and portable repeater
aspects of the exercise. Also, in the interest of saving time, it was also
decided not to dispatch operators to the actual sites that had been previously arranged. Unfortunately, the 2
most eastern stations got forgotten and were not informed to change frequency to the VE3RAF repeater.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SET’s are run as a learning experience, to check the equipment, the plan and the training.
The following areas have been identified:
Need to develop a checklist for the communications trailer to assist with setup
In portable operations the need to check SWR at the radio is critical
A written set of SOP’s needs to be developed and made available to all
Further training of AEC’s to enhance coordination in the event of EC incapacitation
Further practice and investigation of simplex operations across the region
Operators participating:
•
•
•
•
•

VE3NDW, VE3CJX, VE3GGR, VA3WM, VA3BGL, VE3RRH, VE3OQP, VA3CK, VE3ZPW, VA3OV, VA3KWG,
VE3RNF, VA3FLF, VA3DPG, VE3DVK
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